Various definitions of major bleeding have been used to evaluate safety in randomized controlled trials of antiplatelet therapy. We compared the definitions and rates of major bleeding in phase III randomized controlled trials of oral P2Y 12 inhibitors in the management of patients with acute coronary syndromes (ACS).
Introduction
The combination of aspirin and clopidogrel has been the standard of antiplatelet therapy across the spectrum of patients with acute coronary syndromes (ACS) and in those undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). 1, 2 Concern about clopidogrel's delayed onset and offset of action, incomplete inhibition of the platelet P2Y 12 receptor and variability in patient response to the drug 3 has prompted evaluation, in large randomized controlled trials, of the efficacy and safety of new more potent and rapidly acting oral P2Y 12 inhibitors and of double-dose clopidogrel (600 mg loading dose, 150 mg daily for 6-days, 75 mg daily thereafter) compared with standard-dose clopidogrel (300 mg loading dose, 75 mg daily thereafter). 4 -6 The new oral P2Y 12 inhibitors and double-dose clopidogrel were associated with improved efficacy compared with standard doses of clopidogrel, but in some trials these new treatment strategies also increased major bleeding. 4, 6 Randomized controlled trials provide the most valid comparisons of the efficacy and safety of two treatments but the new oral P2Y 12 inhibitors have not been directly compared with double-dose clopidogrel or with one another. Although indirect comparisons across trials are subject to confounding because of differences in patients characteristics, cointerventions, and outcome definitions, they are important for clinicians faced with having to choose the best treatment for their patients. Indirect comparisons of rates of bleeding outcomes across trials provide particular challenges because of variability in the definitions and reporting of major bleeding, but are important because bleeding is at least as frequent as ischaemic events and is associated with a substantial risk of morbidity and mortality. 7 -10 The objective of this review was to examine the potential impact of differences in major bleeding definitions on the interpretation of safety outcomes in trials of oral P2Y 12 inhibitors in patients with ACS. To achieve this objective, we compared the rates and relative risks of major bleeding as reported according to the primary trial definition with those obtained using a standardized definition of bleeding ascertained at a common time point.
Methods
Before commencing this study, we developed a protocol detailing the objectives, criteria for study selection, data retrieval, primary and secondary major bleeding outcomes, and planned statistical analyses.
Study selection and data retrieval
MEDLINE and EMBASE electronic databases were searched from 2001 to 2010 to identify published unconfounded randomized phase III trials in patients with ACS comparing standard doses of clopidogrel (75 mg daily with or without a preceding 300 mg loading dose) with placebo, a new oral P2Y 12 receptor inhibitor (prasugrel, ticagrelor) or doubledose clopidogrel, and that reported major bleeding outcomes.
Two investigators (DJQ, JWE) independently reviewed the trial reports and any disagreements regarding their eligibility for inclusion were resolved by discussion. Data were extracted regarding study design and the definitions and rates of major bleeding. Missing data from individual trials were requested from the first or corresponding author or sponsoring pharmaceutical company.
Major bleeding outcomes
The primary outcomes of interest were the rate of major bleeding as defined by the trial investigators and as defined by Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction (TIMI) major bleeding criteria. We accepted the reported definitions of major bleeding and did not attempt to retrospectively re-classify events. Thrombolysis in myocardial infarction major bleeding was further subdivided as coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)-related and non-CABG-related bleeding. If data on rates of major bleeding were not reported, we contacted the authors to obtain the missing information. We were unable to obtain information on non-CABG major bleeding at 30 days from the PLATO trial and therefore estimated the rates by extrapolation from Kaplan-Meier curves. We also examined the rates of lifethreatening bleeding where available.
We assessed the potential impact of differences in the method of reporting of bleeding on the interpretation of the trials by comparing the reported rates and relative risks of major bleeding in each trial with the rates and relative risks that were calculated (i) using the same definition of bleeding (TIMI major bleeding where possible), (ii) after excluding CABG-related major bleeding, and (iii) at the same time point in each trial (30 days). We focused on TIMI major bleeding because it is the most commonly used definition of major bleeding and is reported in all of the trials.
Statistical analysis
We compared the rates and relative risks of major bleeding in each trial. For those trials that did not report hazard ratios or relative risks, we calculated the relative risks and tested for heterogeneity using Review Manager (RevMan, version 5.0.24. Copenhagen, The Cochrane Collaboration 2008). All of our calculations were performed using the Mantel -Haenszel method and the results that we obtained using a fixed effects model were compared with those obtained using a random-effects model. A P value of ,0.10 was considered to denote statistically significant heterogeneity.
Results

Description of trials
Six studies involving 119,020 patients with ACS were included in this review: three trials compared clopidogrel with placebo [CURE (Clopidogrel in Unstable angina to prevent Recurrent ischemic Events), 1 CLARITY-TIMI 28 (Clopidogrel as Adjunctive Reperfusion Therapy-Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction 28) 11 and COMMIT (ClOpidogrel Metoprolol in Myocardial Infarction Trial)], 12 two trials compared clopidogrel with new P2Y 12 inhibitors, prasugrel (TRITON-TIMI 38) 4 or ticagrelor [PLATO (PLATelet inhibition and patient Outcomes)], 5 respectively, and one trial compared standard-dose with double-dose clopidogrel [CURRENT -OASIS 7 (Clopidogrel optimal loading dose Usage to Reduce Recurrent EveNTs)]. 6 Treatment duration ranged from 48 h (median of four doses) in CLARITY-TIMI 28 to 15 months (median 14.5 months) in TRITON-TIMI 38 ( Table 1 ).
Patient characteristics
The baseline characteristics of patients included in the trials are summarized in Supplementary material online, Table A . The mean age ranged from 57.5 to 64.2 years and the majority of patients in each trial were male (range 61.5-80.3%). The CLARITY-TIMI 28 trial only included patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), COMMIT included patients with suspected STEMI, CURE only included patients with non-ST elevation ACS and the remaining trials included about two-thirds of patients with non-ST elevation ACS and one-third with STEMI. Renal function, TIMI risk scores, and the percentage of patients with positive cardiac biomarkers were not consistently reported.
Co-interventions
The COMMIT trial did not report the proportion of patients undergoing CABG surgery or PCI during the study. In the remaining trials, the proportion of patients undergoing CABG surgery ranged from 2.7% in TRITON-TIMI 38 to 16.5% in CURE. The proportion of patients undergoing PCI was 21.2% in CURE compared with 57 -99% in the remaining studies. Fibrinolysis use was reported in the COMMIT and CLARITY-TIMI 28 trials but was not consistently reported in other trials. In PLATO, a dose of clopidogrel (study drug or not) was given to 47.1% of patients in the ticagrelor group within 24 h before or after randomization; 300-375 mg and 600-675 mg was given to 20.6% and 13.7% of patients, respectively. In the CURE, CLARITY, TRITON-TIMI 38, and CURRENT-OASIS 7 trials, prior use of clopidogrel 24 h up to 7 days before randomization was an exclusion criterion.
Bleeding definitions and timing of reporting of bleeding
Major bleeding definitions used in the trials are summarized in Table 2 . The six trials included in our review each used a different definition for the primary major bleeding outcome. The primary major bleeding definition included any red cell transfusion in COMMIT, a ≥2 unit red cell transfusion in CURE, ≥2 unit red cell transfusion in CURRENT-OASIS 7, and a ≥4 units transfusion over 48 h in TRITON-TIMI 38. The CURE, COMMIT, TRITON-TIMI 38, and PLATO trials further categorized major bleeding according to whether it was life-threatening or not.
The CURE, CLARITY-TIMI 28, and TRITON-TIMI 38 reported adjudicated TIMI major bleeding although the TIMI definitions differed among the trials. The PLATO and CURRENT-OASIS 7 trials reported non-adjudicated TIMI major bleeding rates. COMMIT did not report TIMI major bleeding.
The timing of reporting of the major bleeding outcome ranged from 15 days in COMMIT to 15 months in TRITON-TIMI 38.
Major bleeding rates according to primary trial definition
Rate of bleeding The rates of major bleeding among patients receiving standarddose clopidogrel ranged from 0.6% in COMMIT to 11.2% in PLATO ( Figure 1A) . The TRITON-TIMI 38 trial reported a 1.8% rate of major bleeding at 15 months among patients receiving standard-dose clopidogrel, which is more than 5-fold lower than the 11.2% rate reported in PLATO at 12 months.
Relative risk of bleeding
Despite the differences in the reported rates of major bleeding in patients treated with standard-dose clopidogrel, estimates of risk ratios for major bleeding were not statistically heterogeneous among the three placebo-controlled trials (heterogeneity P ¼ 0.25). In contrast, there was significant heterogeneity in the risk ratios of major bleeding among the three active-controlled trials (P ¼ 0.05). In the PLATO trial, ticagrelor compared with clopidogrel did not increase major bleeding whereas in the TRITON-TIMI 38 trial and the CURRENT-OASIS 7 trial, both prasugrel and double-dose clopidogrel, respectively, increased major bleeding compared with standard-dose clopidogrel (Figure 2) . Haemoglobin decrease was adjusted for blood transfusions, and so each unit of blood transfused resulted in a 1 g/dL increase in haemoglobin or 3% increase in haematocrit. Therefore, the true change in haemoglobin or haematocrit if there has been an intervening transfusion between two blood measurements is calculated as follows: 
Major bleeding rates according to the thrombolysis in myocardial infarction major bleeding definition
Rate of bleeding Major bleeding rates using the TIMI criteria were substantially lower in the CURE, PLATO, and CURRENT-OASIS 7 trials than the rates that were reported using the primary trial definition for major bleeding but still ranged from 1.1% in CURE to 7.7% in PLATO in patients treated with standard-dose clopidogrel ( Figure 1B) . The high rate of TIMI major bleeding (non-CABG related plus CABG-related) in PLATO appeared to be related to the higher proportion of CABG-related bleeding events observed in this trial compared with TRITON-TIMI 38 and CURRENT-OASIS 7 (Figure 3) .
Relative risk of bleeding
The risk ratios for TIMI major bleeding were similar in the two placebo-controlled trials that reported this outcome (0.94, 95% CI: 0.68-1.30 for CURE, 1.09, 95% CI: 0.67-1.78 for CLARITY-TIMI 28), without statistical evidence for heterogeneity (P ¼ 0.62). In contrast, there was significant heterogeneity among the three active-controlled trials in the risk ratios of TIMI major bleeding (P ¼ 0.01). In the PLATO trial, ticagrelor compared with clopidogrel did not increase TIMI major bleeding whereas in the TRITON-TIMI 38 trial and the CURRENT-OASIS 7 trial both prasugrel and double-dose clopidogrel, respectively, increased TIMI major bleeding compared with standard-dose clopidogrel (Figure 2) . 
Figure 3
Proportion of Thrombolysis in myocardial infarction major bleeding events reported as coronary artery bypass graft related and non-coronary artery bypass graft related in standard-dose clopidogrel treatment arms. Non-coronary artery bypass graft-related major bleeds and coronary artery bypass graft-related major bleeds are not mutually exclusive; therefore, the actual major bleeding rate may not equal the sum of the non-coronary artery bypass graft-and coronary artery bypass graft-related major bleeds. Coronary artery bypass graft.
Major bleeding rates according to the non-coronary artery bypass graft thrombolysis in myocardial infarction major bleeding definition
Rate of bleeding Non-CABG TIMI major bleeding rates were reported separately in the CURE, TRITON-TIMI 38, PLATO, and CURRENT-OASIS 7 trials. The rates of non-CABG-related TIMI major bleeding rates were substantially lower than the rates of TIMI major bleeding, ranging from 0.6% in CURRENT-OASIS 7-2.2% in PLATO among patients receiving standard-dose clopidogrel (Data not shown). In PLATO, major bleeding rate according to the loading dose of clopidogrel (none, 300 or 600 mg) was not reported.
Relative risk of bleeding
In the CURE trial, standard-dose clopidogrel compared with placebo did not significantly increase non-CABG-related TIMI major bleeding. In PLATO and CURRENT-OASIS 7 there was a significant increase in the risk of non-CABG-related TIMI major bleeding with ticagrelor, and double-dose clopidogrel vs. standarddose clopidogrel, with the hazard ratio point estimates ranging from 1.25 to 1.40 (heterogeneity P ¼ 0.80).
Major bleeding rates at 30 days
Rate of bleeding
In the CLARITY-TIMI 28 trial, major bleeding rates at 30 days were reported using the TIMI major bleeding definition, whereas the CURE, TRITON-TIMI 38, and CURRENT-OASIS 7 trials reported non-CABG-related TIMI major bleeding. In PLATO, non-procedure-related PLATO major bleeding rates at 30 days were estimated from the Kaplan -Meier curve. The 30-day rates of major bleeding among patients receiving standard-dose clopidogrel ranged from 0.3% to 1.9% ( Figure 1C) .
Day 30 non-CABG (or non-procedure) major bleeding rates for standard-dose clopidogrel were similar in the TRITON-TIMI 38, PLATO, and CURRENT-OASIS 7 trials (0.9%, 1.0%, and 0.6%, respectively).
Relative risk of bleeding
The risk ratios of non-CABG (or non-procedure) major bleeding in PLATO and CURRENT-OASIS 7 was significantly higher with ticagrelor and double-dose clopidogrel vs. standard-dose clopidogrel (risk ratios 1.39 and 1.40, respectively) with no significant differences observed for the two treatments in any of the other trials ( Figure 2 ).
Life-threatening (severe) bleeding
All trials reported severe or life-threatening bleeding although the definitions varied ( Table 2 ). The absolute rates of severe or lifethreatening bleeding in patients receiving standard-dose clopidogrel were highest in PLATO (5.8% vs. 0.9 -2.2% for the other trials) (data not shown). The risk ratios of life-threatening bleeding were similar in the two placebo-controlled trials that reported this outcome (1.21, 95% CI: 0.95-1.56 for CURE; 1.07, 95% CI: 0.84-1.36 for COMMIT), without statistical evidence for heterogeneity (P ¼ 0.47). In contrast, there was significant heterogeneity among the three active-controlled trials (P ¼ 0.05). In the PLATO trial, ticagrelor compared with clopidogrel did not increase lifethreatening bleeding whereas in the TRITON-TIMI 38 trial and the CURRENT-OASIS 7 trial both prasugrel and double-dose clopidogrel, respectively, increased life-threatening (severe) bleeding compared with standard-dose clopidogrel (Figure 2 ).
Discussion
Our results demonstrate substantial differences in the reported rates of major bleeding associated with standard-dose clopidogrel plus aspirin (75-325 mg) among P2Y 12 inhibitor trials in patients with ACS. Application of a standardized approach to the reporting of major bleeding by using the same definition of bleeding at a consistent time point virtually eliminated these differences and also altered the interpretation of the relative safety of new P2Y 12 inhibitors compared with standard-dose clopidogrel. For example, the primary trial reports, prasugrel but not ticagrelor increased major bleeding compared with standard-dose clopidogrel whereas our re-assessment using a standardized bleeding definition and excluding procedure-related events indicates that ticagrelor, but not prasugrel, increases non-CABG TIMI major bleeding.
Factors that appear to explain most of the variability in reported rates of major bleeding among the P2Y 12 inhibitor trials include: (i) the definition of major bleeding, (ii) the timing of reporting of the primary outcome of major bleeding, and (iii) rates of CABG surgery. The highest rate of major bleeding in ACS patients receiving standard-dose clopidogrel was reported in the PLATO trial, but differences in bleeding rates among the trials were markedly reduced when we applied the same definition of major bleeding (TIMI major bleeding) in all the trials, excluded CABG-related bleeding and examined 30-day bleeding rates. We were unable to fully explore the impact of differences in the timing of reporting of major bleeding because data for non-CABG TIMI major bleeding were not reported at the same time point in all of the trials.
Additional factors that might also contribute to the variability in the rates of major bleeding reported in ACS trials include differences in patient characteristics (e.g. age, female sex, and renal function), clinical presentation (non-ST elevation ACS vs. STEMI) pharmacological co-interventions (e.g. aspirin dose, intravenous glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors, and thrombolytic therapy), timing of the trials (late 1990s to late 2000s), and treatments for bleeding (e.g. rates of red cell transfusion). 13 -19 However, these factors appeared to be much less important than the definition and timing of reporting of bleeding and the proportion of patients undergoing revascularization procedures because the variability in the risk of major bleeding disappeared when we used the same definition and timing of reporting of bleeding.
Increasing awareness of the adverse consequences of bleeding in patients with ACS has focused attention on the safety of new antithrombotic treatments. The results of our critical review of bleeding rates in P2Y 12 inhibitor trials highlight the challenges of comparing bleeding rates across trials when different definitions and methods of reporting of bleeding are used. We attempted to adjust for these differences by focusing on non-CABG-related bleeding.
Rao and colleagues have proposed standardization of the reporting of key bleeding data elements in ACS trials, including the timing, site, severity, consequences and treatment of bleeding, and the relationship of bleeding to procedures. 20 If adopted, this approach has the potential to simplify comparison of bleeding rates across trials although it does not preclude reporting of bleeding using the definition favoured by the investigators. An ideal bleeding definition will be sensitive to clinically important bleeding that occurs in this patient population and sufficiently specific to distinguish bleeding associated with the intervention under evaluation from background bleeding rates.
In conclusion, the results of our review suggest that uncritical comparison of the absolute rates and relative risks of major bleeding across ACS trials can bias interpretation of the safety of new P2Y 12 inhibitors and of double-dose clopidogrel compared with standard-dose clopidogrel. Use of a standardized approach to the evaluation of bleeding outcomes virtually eliminates the differences in bleeding rates between P2Y 12 inhibitor trials and facilitates more reliable comparisons of bleeding rates across trials.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at European Heart Journal online.
